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Introduction
You can download the Kingswood herd app onto your Apple or Android smart phone.
Additionally you can log into the Kingswood herd mobile app platform on the internet using a
range of devices such as; Smartphone, Windows computers and tablets, Macbook, iPad etc. This
can be found at the web address https://www.kingswoodfarm.ie.
You are entitled to use both app methods on as many devices as you want.
There are different versions of the Kingswood herd app depending on your cattle system
e.g. dairy or beef etc.
Kingswood will send you an email with your login credentials. Your username will be your herd
number. Your password will be a 7 character combination of letters and numbers.
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Kingswood Herd App Internet Platform
Open up the browser such as Google Chrome or Firefox etc on your chosen device
and type into the address bar “https://www.kingswoodfarm.ie”.

The image to the left is what
will appear once the web
address is entered. Enter
your username and
password in the appropriate
boxes and log in.

Home Page
The home page will be displayed once you have successfully logged into the online Kingswood
Herd app shown below. The main navigation options will appear on the left hand side of the
screen. On the home page you can search for specific animals within your herd, entering the
animal’s number in the search bar provided.

Navigation
Options
Enter
desired
animal no.

Once an animal no. has been entered all the details
of that specific animal is shown, demonstrated in the
image on the right.
Click on the plus symbols to obtain more
information for that section.
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Selecting the “Actions” button at the top right of the screen after
searching for a specific cow will bring up the following menu:

Then select an option from the menu to add a chosen action
from the list to that specific cow.

Action Centre
After selecting the “Action Centre” on the navigation menu, the screen below
will be shown. It is important to make sure that Aphis has been logged into
before registering calves. Select the “Login to APHIS is required” option and it
will redirect you onto the DAERA log in where you select “GG Sign in/register”
under the Government Gateway. Once the login has been completed on Aphis, it
will redirect you back to the Kingswood Herd app browser page.
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Calving
When the “Calving” button is selected on the navigation menu the screen below will appear. To
record a birth you select the “Enter Calving” option, ensure that Aphis has been logged into and
follow the entering calf process.

Selecting the “Calf Registration” option will show the screen below. The calves registered, failed
and pending are shown through clicking on each option. An update on the most recent activity
of the calves will appear in a banner at the top of the screen. Selecting a calf from the pending
menu by clicking on the grey arrow will show you the calf’s details and whether to edit,
continue or cancel registering that calf.

If the notification is that the calves are still pending click the green circle containing a lightning
bolt and the confirmation warning below will appear.
If you wish to proceed registering all
calves that are shown on the pending list
select yes. If not, select no and remove any
calves that you do not wish to register.

The “Settings” option on the
calving screen allows you to adjust
the automatic generation of the
calf’s animal number as shown to
the right:
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Breeding
When the “Breeding” button is selected on the navigation menu the screen below will be
displayed. You can enter a heat, service, scanning and dry off of a cow by selecting the
appropriate option. This page also allows you to see the recent heats, services, scanning and
drying off’s of cattle within your herd. After selecting an enter option for example “Enter Heat”
the screen below is displayed. Enter heat details for a singular animal through filling in its
Animal Identity. To fill in a breeding event for multiple animals select the cart (see page 9 for
instructions on how to work the cart).

The “Recent” button at the top right of the screen will then
allow you to switch to the “Recent Heats” page without
going back to the main navigation breeding page as shown
to the right. At the top right of the “Recent Heats” page the
option “Enter” is available to bring you back to the “Enter
heat” page. This is the same for the service, scanning and
drying off pages.

Selecting the “To Do Lists” option on the breeding page will show the page below. Clicking on
the grey plus buttons will show the cattle that are due for service, scanning, dry off and calving.
Selecting the “Options” button at the top right of the screen will bring up filter options which
enables the cattle to be searched by different desired filters. Selecting the “Defaults” button will
show an “Actions Report Defaults” page where it is possible to change the defaults to suit your
own preferences.
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Finally, the “Stats” button at the top right of the breeding page will show a summary of the herds
breeding statistics displayed as “Breeding Stats” shown below.

Animal Remedies / Feeds
Adding a Treatment to 1 Specific Animal
When the “Animal Remedies” button is selected on the navigation menu the screen displayed
below will be displayed. Selecting the “Enter Remedy Event” will bring up a “Remedy Event”
page. An animal that has been treated can be searched in the “Animal Identity” box and the
treatment that was given to that specific animal can be added by selecting the “Add Treatment”
button.

The “Treatment Details” box displayed to the right will appear. If
the “Search” button is selected you can enter all the details of the
treatment administered to that animal and the reason for
administration. Selecting the “Recent” option will allow you to
search a selection of recently searched and administered
treatments. Selecting the “Common” button will allow you to
select from a list of commonly selected treatments administered
in your herd.
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If the treatment being entered to the treatment details is commonly administered in your herd,
create a template to allow quicker entry for this specific treatment for other animals. To do this
select the “Template” button at the top right of the screen after all the treatment details have
been entered. The “Template Name” box will then be displayed, enter a chosen name for this
specific treatment. Continue selecting the “Ok” button to create the template until you are back
to the “Treatment details” box. Once back to the “Treatment Details” box, to finish adding the
treatment select the “Add Treatment” option.
If you do not wish to add this treatment to a template if it is not commonly administered, skip
the template step and go straight to the “Add Treatment” button. This will then show the
“Remedy Details” with the chosen animal and treatment added. If you wish to add another
treatment to the same animal you can select “Treatments” and then “Add Another”. Once
finished, the treatments added will appear in a list which is demonstrated below. Select the
“Save Remedy Events” to complete the addition of a treatment to that specific animal.

Adding Treatments to Multiple Animals
Entering a treatment to multiple animals follows the same process as before. However, the
“Cart” option must be selected in the “Animal Selection” option. If your cart is empty, select the
“Add Animals To Cart” option to add the animals that all received the same treatment. Your herd
list will be brought up and it is possible to search and filter for specific animals. Clicking on the
grey plus button adds the desired animals to the cart.
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To remove or view the animals that have been added to
the cart for treatment select the “X Animal(s) in Cart”
option that is displayed in blue underline. The screen to
the right will then be shown to check the correct animals
are in the cart for administration of the treatment. Delete
animals that should not be in the cart for treatment with
the grey x button.

Then select the “Back” button at the top left of the screen
until you are brought back to the original “Remedy
Details” page. Continue with the addition of a treatment
as stated in the section before. Finally select the “Save
Remedy Event” button to complete the addition of the
treatment to the selected animals.

Adding Treatments to the Whole Herd
Finally, entering a treatment to the whole herd follows the
same process as before. However, in the “Remedy Details”
page click the “Herd” option for the “Animal Selection” box
shown to the right. Enter your treatment as described
before and select “Save Remedy Event”. This will
automatically update the whole herd’s treatment details.

Navigating the Rest of Animal Remedies/Feed
Within the “Animal Remedies/Feed” page it
is also possible to view the most recent
remedy events that have been entered. The
top right button lets you navigate between
the entering and viewing recent remedy
events. It is also possible to enter drugs and
feed purchased in this section. The
“Treatment Templates” is where the
templates previously made are stored and
can be deleted if no longer applicable.
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Weighings
When the “Weighing” option in the navigation menu is selected the screen below will be
displayed. The page enables you to enter the weight of a specific animal within your herd. The
purchase information can be viewed for the particular animal entered into the animal identity
by selecting the “Purchase Information” button in the top right corner. Selecting the “Recent”
button in the top right corner will produce a list of the cows that had a weight entered recently,
displayed below. Selecting the “Enter” button at the top right of this page will bring the “Enter
weighing” page back again.

Movements
When the “Movements” button is selected on the navigation menu the screen below will be
displayed allowing recent purchases, sales and deaths to be viewed and recorded. If the enter
option has been selected, for example a purchase, an “Animal Purchase” page will be brought up
to enter all the details of the purchase. Select the “Recent” button at the top right of the screen to
then display the recent purchases and vice versa as displayed below. This is the same for the
sales and deaths pages as well.

Selecting the “MC2 Movement Notification” will display
the screen on the right. Here you can authorize to request
a form for the movement of animals in your cart to
another customer. To edit the animals for the movement
ensure the correct animals are selected in the cart. To do
so select the “Edit Cart” option at the top right of the
screen and delete or add animals as required. Ensure you
have logged into Aphis in the action centre section before
completing this request.
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Search Animal Record Card
To search for an animal record card in the herd, select the “Search Animal Record Card” in the
navigation menu. The screen below will be displayed and enter the specific animal number into
the “Animal identity” box. The page will then bring up the record card of that
animal. The “Actions” button at the top right of the screen allows you to add a
range of actions to that animal. The “Options” button allows you choose
between searching the current herd profile or all animals.

Animal Cart
Selecting the “Animal Cart” option in the navigation menu allows the animals that are currently
in the cart to be viewed which is shown below. Before completing an action related to the cart it
is important to remove or add the correct animals. To remove an animal from the cart select the
grey x beside their ID or search the animal number in the search bar if there are numerous
animals in the cart.

or

To add animals to the cart select the “Cart Options” at the top right of the screen. Select “Add
Animals to Cart” and select the grey plus button to add the desired animals into the cart. The
cart option also enables you to clear your cart.
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Reports
Selecting the “Reports” option in the navigation menu will display the screen below of multiple
herd, breeding and management reports.

Herd Reports
Selecting the “Herd Profile” option will display a new window with a list of the whole herd
shown below. To filter the herd list by a range of different options e.g. gender, select the “Filter”
button at the top right of the screen. An option to update the report with the current herd is also
available there.

Furthermore, it is possible to add desired animals to the cart from
this page.
On the Herd profile report it also possible to add new animals or an AI
sire to the herd by selecting “Add Animal” at the top right of the screen.

Selecting the “Grid View” option enables more
details about the herd to be seen. As displayed to
the right.
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Breeding Reports
To view the breeding reports of your herd select the “Breeding Animals” option which will
display a list of all the breeding animals. The breeding animal’s page has the same filter, view
current herd and add to cart options as the herd report section. The grey arrow allows all the
breeding information for the selected animal to be shown as displayed below.

The “Breeding Due To List” option on the reports page displays the animals due
to be served, scanned, dried off and calved within certain time frames. The
breeding statistics of the herd is available in the “Breeding Stats” section.

Management Reports
Selecting the “Standard Weight Gain Report” from the management reports displays the page
below to the left. Here you can select a specific group of animal’s weight during a certain time
period. To create a report for the chosen criteria then select “View Report”.
The “Sales Planner” option has the same display as the herd and breeding reports. In the report
you are also able to add animals to the cart that you wish to sell. The “Sales Planner” window is
displayed at the bottom right.

The “Tasks” and “Animal Cart” options are also able to view from the “Reports” navigation
menu.
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Settings
Selecting the “Settings” option in the navigation menu
allows you to change your herd details, preferences for the
app, EID tag import and app settings.
The tag import option allows cattle EID numbers that have
been sent as a document by your EID supplier to be easily
uploaded onto the system.
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Kingswood Mobile App on Smartphone
Download and Setup App
Open the Apple/Play store in your Apple/Android phone. Then type into the search
bar “Kingswood herd” and select search. The Kingswood Herd icon and app preview
shown below should appear, hit download.
Find the Kingswood Herd app icon on your phone and open the app. Enter the username and
password previously provided to you to log in.

App Layout
Your herd
Selecting the “Your Herd” option at the bottom right of the screen displays the screen below.
This contains a list of all the animals in your herd. Enter an animal number in the search bar to
search for a particular animal.
The funnel symbol at the top right of the screen also allows you to filter the animals in the herd
list by different criteria. Selecting on an animal number will bring up the record card for that
particular animal shown below. On the record card selecting the white circle with the down
arrow at the top right of the screen will produce a list of actions. This allows you to add e.g. a
weight etc to that particular animal. The record card will also contain blue and red boxes at the
right hand side of the screen. The blue boxes will display previous action dates such as
service/calving etc. Clicking on the blue box will bring you to that section in the record card. The
red boxes display overdue actions such as dry off or calving etc with the number of days
overdue stated. Click on the red box to complete the overdue action, select yes to proceed with
Filter the
the completion of the action. To search for another animal while in the record card of another
animals
animal, select the white magnifying glass icon at the top right and type in another animal
shown in the
number or simply select the back arrow at the top right of the screen.
herd list
Add the
animal to
the cart
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Sync
Selecting the “Sync” option at the bottom left of the screen displays the screen to the
right. It is important to sync after changing or entering any data on the app once
wifi/signal is gained. This will update your Kingswood account across all devices
and programs. Similarly to download any changes made on other devices/programs
sync is also important to update the data on your phone. By selecting the bottom left
logo your app will automatically sync and display the last sync information. Before
logging out of the account you must sync first.

Home Pages
Once logged in, you will automatically be brought to the home page option. There are 3 main
homepages of the app. The middle image below is the main home page; the 3 dots highlighted
show you which homepage you are on. Swiping to the right will bring up the Dashboard page
that contains an overview of your herd’s statuses shown on the left below. Swiping to the left
produces a page of common shortcut commands shown in the image below to the right.

Dashboard
The dashboard shows the current status of your herd for a range of different parameters. By
tapping on a coloured square e.g. “Your Herd” this shortcut will automatically bring you to a list
of all the animals in your heard. This is the same for the rest of the dashboard parameters on
your screen.
To edit the priority of your shortcuts select the yellow lock symbol. The new screen should
appear with the yellow lock now unlocked; this means you are now in editing mode. Drag the
coloured box shortcuts in the order that your prefer. Select the lock symbol again to save the
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changes, this is highlighted below where the “Due calving” box has now been moved. If you wish
to reset the changes to your dashboard layout, go into the edit mode and select reset layout.

Main Home Page
The main home page is the screen shown below. Entering an animal number in the search bar at
the top of the screen searches for that particular animal and brings up their record card.

Action Centre
Selecting the “Action Centre” on the homepage will show a list of animals that have actions due
to be completed e.g. to be served. Selecting on that animal will display details of that action for
the animal shown below. To then enter that the action has been completed e.g. service for the
animal, select the white plus button at the top right of the screen. This will produce an enter
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action screen, in this example “Enter Service”, which you can complete and select save. Once
completed it will automatically update and show your breeding statistics, select back and it will
bring you back to the action centre screen. However, if you wish to cancel entering the service,
select the 3 dots at the top right of the screen and select home.

Calving
Enter Calving
Selecting the “Calving” option on the homepage will display a calving screen displayed below. To
enter a new calf into the system, select the “Enter Calving” option. Complete the correct date and
dam of the calf. Select “Add calf details” to enter all the details of the calf and select “Add” at the
bottom of the screen. To add the details of a twin calf, select “Add twin calf” and complete the
screen as before. When all is completed select the save bottom at the bottom right of the screen
and the calf(s) have been entered. To cancel entering the calf and return to the home screen
select the 3 dots at the top right of the screen and select “Home”.
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Recent calving
Selecting the “recent” option in the calving screen produces a list of recently entered calves
shown below. It is possible to filter the list of calves displayed by selecting the 3 line symbol at
the top right of the screen. This will then bring up a list of filtering options. Selecting on a calf
that has been entered will show whether this calf has been successfully synced to the
Kingswood server or not.

Calving Settings
Selecting the options icon at the top right of the calving home screen will allow the preferences
for new calves to be changed as seen below.

Breeding

Selecting “Breeding” option in the homepage will
produce a list with an option to view “Current
Lactation” actions or “Other”. Selecting to view more
of the “Current Lactation” will display a screen to
enter or view recent heats/services/scans/dry offs
for your herd. Additionally you will be able to view
the breeding statistics of your herd. The “Other”
option allows you to enter and view recent body
condition scores for your herd.
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Entering a Heat/Scan
Select “Enter Heat/Scan” and search and select the animal number
the action applies to. Fill in the appropriate fields and select “Save”
at the bottom right of the screen. Once completed the Breeding
statistics for your herd will be shown as displayed to the right.

Entering a Service/Dry off
Entering a breeding event to 1 animal
Select “Enter Service/Dry off” and then search and select the animal number that the action
applies to. Fill out the appropriate information. If entering a dry off action and the animal has
not been treated during dry off simply select the “Save” button at the bottom right of the screen
as shown below.

However, if the cow has been dried off with a treatment administered to it at the same time,
select “Add Treatment Details” option before selecting save. If the treatment is not on your list
of saved treatment templates select “Enter New Treatment”. Then fill out the appropriate
information on the treatment given including the dosage. It is possible to search for the drug or
select the camera icon to take a photo of the drug label to automatically insert the information
of the drug in. Then select “Add” at the bottom right to complete the details of the treatment.
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If the treatment being entered to the treatment details is commonly administered in your herd,
create a template to allow quicker entry for this treatment for other animals. To do this select
the white down arrow in a circle button at the top right of the screen after all the treatment
details have been entered. The “Template Name” box will then be displayed, enter a chosen
name for this specific treatment. Continue selecting the “Ok” button to create the template until
you are back to the “Add Treatment” screen. Once back to the “Treatment Details” box, to finish
adding the treatment select the “Add” option. The details and dosage of this treatment is now
stored and can be used in future rather than selecting “Enter New Treatment”. If multiple
treatments have been added to an animal during dry off select “Add Another Treatment” and
complete as before. Once all treatments have been completed select “Save”.

Entering a breeding event to multiple animals
To enter a “Service/Dry off” to multiple animals, select the desired breeding event e.g. “Enter
Dry-off” and then select “Cart”. Then select “Tap to add from cart” and a new page “Animal Cart”
will be displayed where it is able to search for specific cows in the search bar or filter using the
funnel symbol at the top right of the screen. It is also possible to select different categories to
filter the herd by. Select the shopping cart icon beside the animal number to add it to the cart.
When an animal is in the cart the shopping cart icon will be green. To remove an animal from
the cart select the green shopping cart icon and it will turn white again when the animal has
been removed. To view all animals in the cart select “In Cart (X)”. Once the correct amount of
animals are in the cart, select “Back” and continue with the dry off process as stated before
when finished select “Save”.
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Furthermore, when editing the animals in the cart, selecting the 3
white dots at the top right of the screen will display a list of actions
that can be completed against all the animals in the cart. Here it is also
possible to clear the animals in the cart. The list is displayed to the
right.

Entering a breeding event to a group of animals
To enter a dry off to animals that have previously been placed in a designated group on the
software, select the “Group” version in the “Animal Selection”. Then select the name of group
with the intended cows to be dried off. Once selected a blue banner at the bottom of the screen
should be displayed to inform you how many animals are in this group. Select “Save” at the
bottom right of the screen and then “Yes” to complete drying these cows off. To edit the cattle in
the groups you must select back to the homepage and select “Groups”.

Entering a breeding event to a quick list of animals
To enter a drying off event to multiple animals in a quick list, select “Quick List” in the “Animal
Selection”. Select an appropriate group from the different category of animals on your farm
which is displayed below. Then proceed to complete the breeding event as stated before.
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Viewing Recent Heats/Services/Scans/Dry Offs
To view a recent breeding event, select the recent option
for the desired event e.g. “Recent Service”. The animals
recently serviced will be displayed. To filter through the
animals service details, select the 3 lined symbol at the top
right of the screen and fill out appropriately for the desired
animal services. This is the same for heat, scans and dry
offs, to view these simply select back and select the new
desired recent service option.

Bull Search
To search for a bull whether it is in use or out of use in your
herd, select the “Bull Search” option on the breeding menu.
Select to view the “In use” and “Out of use” bulls by selecting
on the appropriate option. To enter a new bull in your herd
select the 3 white dots at the top of the screen and select
“Enter new bull” and fill out the details.

Viewing Breeding Statistics
To view the breeding statistics of your herd displayed to
the right select the “View Stats” option in the breeding
menu. All breeding events for heifers and cows will be
displayed for your herd. Tap on the white background
underneath the desired category e.g. “Cow serves”, this
will then display a list of cows that have been served and
the remaining cows to be served in the herd. Selecting on
a cow from the list will show the record card of that
animal.

Enter/View Recent Condition Score
To enter the body condition score of an animal select “Enter
Condition Score” in the breeding menu. Search for the
appropriate animal, write in the score and select “Save”. To
view the recent body condition scores entered for your herd,
click back and select the “Recent” option. Here a list of
animals with their body condition scores will be listed. It is
possible to filter the animals by selecting the filter icon at the
top right of the screen.
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Breeding Settings
To adjust your breeding preferences for the app select the white cog at
the top right of the breeding page. The screen to the right will be
displayed and adjust accordingly.

Remedies/Feed
Enter/View Recent Remedy
To enter a treatment to a specific/cart/group/quick list of
animals select the “Remedies” option in the homepage menu.
The screen on the left “Enter Remedy” will be displayed, add
a treatment to the desired animal(s) as described in the
breeding section page 21, 22 and 23. It is possible to add
multiple treatments to the same animal(s).
To view the recent animals that have had treatment
administered, select the “Recent” option under the “Remedy
Treatments” section. The screen to the left will be displayed.
It is possible to filter the animals by selecting the icon at the
top right of the screen.

Enter and View Drug/Feed Purchase
To enter a drug/feed purchase, select “Enter Drug/Feed
Purchase” in the Animal Remedies screen. Fill out the
appropriate information and select “Save”. Entering a drug
purchase has a photo entry option available described at the
end of page 21.
To view any drugs or feed purchased on the farm select the
“Drug/Feed Purchase” option on the animal remedies screen.
The information is presented on a list where it is possible to
search for a particular one.

Treatment Templates
To view the list of treatment templates made
during breeding and remedies, select the “Treatment Templates” option in the
animal remedies screen. Here it is possible to view all templates made but not to
edit them, displayed to the left.

Vaccinations Due
Selecting the “Vaccinations Due” in the animal remedies screen will display a list of vaccination
reminders. It is possible to select to view past reminders by pressing the filter icon at the top
right of the screen.
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Weighing
To enter weighings for your herd select the “Weighings” option in the
homepage menu. Fill out the screen with the appropriate information
including the weight in kilograms, displayed to the right and select “Save”.
Once successfully entered a green banner shown below will be displayed.

Movements
To make an MC2 movement permit, select the “Movements” option in the homepage
then click “MC2 Permit”. The animals in the cart will appear in the selected section of
the MC2 permit screen. To alter the animals in the cart that are being selected for the
movement permit, select the cart symbol at the top right of the screen. Add and
remove animals from the cart as stated in page 21 previously. Once the correct
animals are in the cart select “Back” out of the animal cart and select “Continue” at the
bottom right of the screen. Fill out the appropriate information and select the delivery
method then select “Request” and “Yes”.
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Groups
Selecting the “Groups” option on the main homepage will display a screen which shows the
different premade groups of animals within your herd. Selecting on a group will display all the
animals within that group where you can search to find a specific animal. Selecting the 3 white
dots at the top right of the screen will produce a menu displayed below where you can add
animals to the group, add that entire group to the cart or add a remedy to all the animals in that
group.

Recent
Selecting the “Recent” option on the main homepage will display a screen of all
the recent events that have been applied to your herd, as displayed to the right.
Any actions applied on the app that have not yet been synced will appear with a
yellow exclamation mark beside. It is also possible to filter which actions are
viewed by selecting the filter option at the top right of the screen.

Reports
To view the To Do, Breeding and Heath & Remedy Usage reports
select the “Reports” option on the main homepage. The different
reports available to you is displayed to the left.
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Viewing service/scanning/dry off/calving reports
To view a breeding report e.g. service, select the “Due Service” option in the
reports menu. A list of all the animals due to be served is displayed. Select the
icon at the bottom right of the screen and enter the dates required. After
selecting “Download”, a report of the cattle and all their details will be
displayed. This report may be printed or emailed by selecting the icon at the top
right of the screen. Selecting on an animal in the list will then produce its record
card with its details and selecting on the plus icon at the top right of the screen
will allow more actions to be added to the animal. A filter option in the yellow
circle is also available to filter the animals in the list.
The due to scanning, dry off and calving report options all work the same as the
due to service report described.

Breeding Stats Report
To view the breeding statistics of your herd, select the “Breeding Stats” option in the reports
menu. All breeding events for heifers and cows will be displayed. Tap on the white background
underneath the desired category e.g. “Cow serves”. This will then display a list of cows that have
been served and the remaining cows to be served in the herd. Selecting on a cow from the list
will show the record card of that animal.
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Vaccination Reminders
To view the vaccination reminders for your herd select the “Vaccination Reminders” option in
the reports menu.

Cart
Selecting the “Cart” option in the homepage will display a new page “Animal Cart”. Here you are
able to search for specific cows in the search bar or filter the herd by different categories by
selecting the funnel symbol at the top right of the screen. Select the shopping cart icon beside
the animal number to add it to the cart. When an animal is in the cart the shopping cart icon will
be green. To remove an animal from the cart, select the green shopping cart icon and it will turn
white again when the animal has been removed. To view all animals in the cart, select “In Cart
(X)”. Select the 3 white dots at the top right of the screen when on the “In Cart” option. A list of
actions that can be completed against all the animals in the cart will be displayed, shown below.

Shortcut Homepage
The third homepage screen contains multiple shortcuts for the quick access to
data, displayed to the right.

Drafting
Anyone using auto drafting please contact Kingswood to enable this
feature.

Herd Details
Displays details such as the herd type selected e.g. dairy or beef which will alter the
features available to you on the app depending on your system.

Bull Search
Bull search has been described on page 23.
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Quick List
To quickly look up a group of animals in the “Quick List” option, select the wand icon at the top
right of the screen and select the desired animal group. The animals for this group will be
displayed in a list where it is able to search for a particular animal. Selecting on an animal will
bring up its record card shown below.

Settings
To get into the apps settings, go to the home page and select the white cog at the top right of the
screen. The settings menu will be shown, displayed below. Here you are able change your
preferences for the app, view your herd and account details and link your account to Cormac
Tagging.

Logging out of your account
To log out of your account, select the settings option in the home page, select account and select
the symbol at the top right of the screen. This will display the option to log out. Ensure you have
synced your data before selecting the log out button. It is not necessary to log out of the app
after each use.
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